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 I wrote a simple script that does this for you: Logos & Branding Promotional Products for Corporate Branding With the
growing trend of online shopping, consumers are able to purchase a product or service without ever stepping foot in a brick and

mortar store. With this growing trend has come the need for companies to create a strong brand identity to ensure that their
customers will know they are who they say they are. In order to effectively engage the consumer, a company needs to become a

household name. This is why they are marketing their products online by placing their logos and names on the products
themselves. When you place your logo on a product, it creates a sort of brand recognition. Consumers are more apt to purchase
and receive your product as long as they feel it is associated with your business. At Bay Digital, we are here to help you create a

strong branding strategy to ensure that you stand out amongst your competitors. We will create your brand’s identity and
marketing materials including custom logo t-shirts, logo hats, sweatshirts and sweatshirts. Our designs can be purchased

individually or as a group to showcase your company’s culture.United Launch Alliance (ULA) will try to upgrade the navigation
software aboard one of its Delta IV rocket’s second stage thrusters before liftoff next week, according to a company statement.
The Space Foundation reports that the company is trying to resolve a software issue that has caused a thruster to malfunction on

one of the first stage engines on a Delta IV rocket. In some cases, the malfunction has caused the engine to shut down
prematurely and the rocket to malfunction. The malfunction has occurred on all six Delta IV launches so far in 2017, according
to the Foundation. A NASA official speaking on condition of anonymity said he could not confirm or deny that the Delta IV’s
second stage has been targeted for an upgrade. The official said the issue was related to a navigation software system onboard
the rocket. “NASA has chosen to not comment on ULA issues in general,” the official said. “We are aware of the issue and are
continuing to assess the situation.” In the two previous launches by ULA, the company was able to upgrade the software on one

of the rockets’ first stage 82157476af
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